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OFFER
Following to your request, we are proud to send you our Offer for Tigris394 Generator
Program:
This program comes to support the users that cannot generate 394 Statement from its own
accounting program due to the following reasons:
- they have implemented the program during the year and have inserted part of invoices
within their old program and other part of the invoices within the new program;
- the accounting application cannot generate the 394 Statement in accordance with the
legislation into force, but it can export the Logs of sales and purchases in XLSX format.
Due to the legislative changes imposed to 394 Statement, its drawing within our program
assumes the following steps:
- generating the Logs of sales and purchases and their export towards XLSX;
- modification of the resulted files structure so they could be compatible with the
application (you will receive instructions and XLSX file patterns together with the
application);
- running the application;
- selection of files to be imported;
- filling in the data which are not comprised within the Logs (e.g. Sales by the help of
cash registers, structured on number of fiscal receipts that are issued, number of used
cash registers, on months, etc);
- checking the status of Suppliers and Clients, from the point of view of their recording
within the Registers of VAT payers (automatically, from the program);
- generating of PDF file (signed or unsigned) directly form the application;
- submitting of Statement and checking its status;
Prices:
First licence
2nd licence
3rd licence
4th licence and the following

500 EUR
400 EUR
350 EUR
300 EUR/licence

One licence will give you the right of user for one computer.

The payment will be done in RON, at the exchange rate of NBR from invoicing date, within 5
days, from the invoice release. The licence is not limited in time.
The price comprises the legislative or functional updates during the first year from its
purchasing. Subsequently, it could be or not updating costs, depending on the complexity of
the changes, that can show up.
Activating the program will be done within 24 hours, from the payment confirmation. To
make sure the program is useful for you under the pattern that is sold, it is recommended to
be installed, for testing it.
This Offer is valid on 90 days, starting with the date of 19.05.2017.
We thank you for your interest.
Sincerely yours,
Lucian Roșca

